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yˆ = Decoder(z) (3.1)
z = Encoder(x) (3.2)
z = {z1, z2, ..., zK} (3.3)
zi =
{










????? Encoder ? Decoder ? Transformer[Vaswani 17] ?????????????
?????????? Encoder?Decoder ???????RNN?Recurrent Neural Network?
[Mozer 95] ?????????????????????????????????? En-
coder???? hx ??????z?????????? p(z|x) = Softmax(WEhx + bE)??
?????????? Gumbel-Softmax ?????????????????? one-hot ??
???????????? z?K ×M ????????????????????KM ??
??? [Tiancheng Zhao, Kaige Xie 19][Zhao 18]?????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????????????
???K × 1?i.e.,K ???????????
3.2 ?????
??????????????? Seq2seq???????????????

























Bx = {x0, x1, x2, ...} (3.9)
Bx ????????????????????????????????p(z)???????
???????? xi ???????????????????? p(z|xi)?????????
?. ????? p¯(z)???????????????????? category?????????







? mask ?????Seq2seq ????????? Teacher Forcing[Goyal 16] ????????
??????Seq2seq ???? Encoder ?????????????????Encoder ???
? Decoder ?????Decoder ????????????????????????Teacher
Forcing ?????????????????? Decoder ???? Encoder ????????
??? 1 timestep ?????????????????????? N ??????????
p(yN |z, y0, ..., yN−1)?????????????????????????????? N ?






????????????????????????? N − 1??????????????
??????Decoder ? Encoder ???????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????? Teacher Forcing ??????????
?????? mask???????????Teacher Forcing???????????????
???Encoder???? Decoder???????????????????????????
??????????? 〈msk〉?mask??????????????〈msk〉 ? mask ???
???????????????????mask ????????????????????







































???????? MultiWOZ [Budzianowski 18] ??????????????????
?????????????????????????????? 6 ??????????
????????????? 13 ????? (“inform”, “request”, “select”, “recommend”, “not
found”, “request booking info”, “offer booking”, “inform booked”, “decline booking”, “welcome”,
“greet”, “bye”, “reqmore”) ? 1 ?????????multi-turn ???? 10438 ???????











?????? train ???????????????????????? embedding ????
? 300????????????????????????? pre-trained? word embedding
?????????positional encoding????? Encoder? Decoder???????Encoder
block? 2??Decoder block? 1????????????? block?? feed forward layer?
???? 500?multi-head attention? head?? 6?Encoder? dropout rate? 0.2????
???????????????????????? one-hot vector???? K ?????
?????????? 50????????????????? 200????
4.3 ????
??????????????????????NMI [Xuan Vinh 10]?homogeneity[Rosenberg 07]?




???? NMI ???????????????????? BLEU ????????????






e′ ̸= e????????????????????? BCubed??????????
Correctness(e, e′) ={
1 iff L(e) = L(e′) & C(e) = C(e′)
0 otherwise
PrecisionBCubede =













???????????????????????? BLEU [Papineni 02][?? 15]????
?????????????
BLEU = BP ∗ PREC (4.1)




























e∈gramN (s) Clip(c, s)∑
s
∑
e∈gramN (s) C(e, s)
(4.8)
Clip(e, s) = min(max
s∗
C(e, s∗), C(e, s)) (4.9)












RW (i) = log[
(r + 0.5)(N − n−R+ r + 0.5)
(n− r + 0.5)(R− r + 0.5) ] (4.11)
OW (i) = r ∗ RW (i) (4.12)


























model NMI homogeneity completeness Precision Recall F1
NMF 0.2124 0.3045 0.1630 0.3833 0.0822 0.1353
k-means 0.2708 0.3699 0.2135 0.4239 0.1177 0.1843
GSDMM 0.3066 0.4143 0.2433 0.4543* 0.1772 0.2549
proposed
model
0.3285 0.3286 0.3285 0.3922 0.4140* 0.4028*


























request no , thanks . i just need to now the postcode .
proposed
cluster example
can i get the postcode for that ? i also need to book a taxi to the ...
i need to get the address please .
can i please get the phone number , postcode and entrance fee ?
i actually do not need reservations i just need the phone number ...
could i please get the phone number for that ?
proposed
keywords
’phone’, ’postcode’, ’address’, ’the’, ’number’, ’?’, ’and’, ’their’, ’please’,
’get’, ’can’, ’fee’, ’entrance’, ’what’, ’give’, ’me’, ’could’, ’,’, ’just’, ’sounds’
GSDMM
cluster example
no , i think that s going to be all i needed . thanks . have a good day .
whew , thanks , sorry for all of the confusion . i think that covers ...
i think it might be a good time to end the conversation . i have ...
that was all the questions i had , thanks very much for helping me .
no , thanks . i just need to now the postcode .
GSDMM
keywords
’.’, ’i’, ’thanks’, ’set’, ’all’, ’thank’, ’not’, ’no’, ’goodbye’, ’bye’, ’this’,
’you’, ’else’, ’your’, ’everything’, ’,’, ’now’, ’need’, ’time’, ’do’
request i am just looking for information . what kind of hotel ? hotel or guest house ?
proposed
cluster example
no hold off on booking for now . can you help me find ...
hello , i am looking for a restaurant in [value_place] . ...
great , can you also get me information or architecture in the area
what do you recommend ?
does it have a star rating of [value_count] ?
proposed
keywords
’called’, ’?’, ’[hotel_name]’, ’am’, ’looking’, ’[restaurant_name]’,
’a’, ’information’, ’restaurant’, ’about’,’hotel’, ’area’, ’[attraction_name]’,
’what’, ’attraction’, ’do’, ’can’, ’particular’, ’me’, ’find’
GSDMM
cluster example
before we do that , what is the name of the guesthouse ? ...
maybe . is either [value_count] a [value_count] star hotel ? ...
i am interesting in info about [value_count] star hotel -s and ...
do any of them have free parking ?
do those both have [value_count] star rating -s and are [value_pricerange] ?
GSDMM
keywords
’free’, ’?’, ’parking’, ’star’, ’hotel’, ’guesthouse’, ’[value_count]’,
’with’, ’-s’, ’wifi’, ’do’, ’have’, ’any’, ’a’, ’are’,
’[value_pricerange]’, ’there’, ’has’, ’rating’, ’stars’
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